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ABOUT US
Advanced Esthetics LVC provides 

premiere aesthetics expertise with 
seasoned, laser technology. We 

employ people who are passionate 
about helping people gain confidence 
and meet their skincare goals. All our 
estheticians are certified and work to 

give all our patients the best service 
and care possible and are happy to 

answer any questions you have.





The DMK concept is simply about restoring balancing and 
enhancing skin to function optimally through 4 stages:

Remove the dead skin cell build-up, which leads to the 
appearance of dry skin, fine lines and skin discoloration.

Rebuild the living cells by providing proteins, amino acids, 
and nutrients. This enables the cells to stay alive longer 
and to perform optimally for healthier, younger looking 
skin.

Protect the skin from the sun, free radicals, glycation, and 
other environmental factors that lead to premature aging.

Maintain: Provide and regulate skin function to MAINTAIN 
the results achieved by the DMK professional treatments, 
with the appropriate DMK Home Prescriptives.



How DMK Works
DMK is the sole company to use transfer messenger enzymes in 
the signature DMK Enzyme Therapy, which is used as the base of 
all DMK treatments to oxygenate, strengthen, nourish, and tone 
the skin. To encourage the skin to perform like younger, healthier 
skin DMK’s signature Enzyme Therapy works alongside DMK skin 
protocols and Home Prescriptive programs to achieve long-term 
results.

This treatment system can be used to correct skin conditions 
such as acne, aged skin, pigmentation, scarring, and reactive 
skin, helping people to feel better about their skin.
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